Education Reform: Measuring Success
by Kurt Landgraf
(NAPSA)—The passage of the
No Child Left Behind Act was a
watershed event in the national
education reform movement. The
President and members of Congress pulled together to make this
happen without regard to party
affiliation, recognizing the public’s
demand that educating all our children is the nation’s top priority.
However, far-reaching reform
will not come easily. We must now
focus on three critical factors that
will determine success: a substantial commitment of resources, sufficient time and a great and sustained effort.
Shrinking budgets are forcing
tough decisions by elected officials
at the state and local levels, and
by everyday Americans sitting
around their kitchen tables. Yet
the desire for meaningful education reform persists.
A survey conducted in mid-February found that Americans overwhelmingly back requiring states
to annually test students to determine if standards are being met. A
majority of those surveyed also
support directing a larger share of
federal education money to schools
that do not perform well on such
tests to help them improve.
While considerable federal
funds have been made available
for these new tests, significant
resources will have to come from
the state level as well. Even as
most state legislatures struggle to
split up a smaller pool of tax revenue, we must ensure that they
invest in building quality assessments to support good teaching
and learning.
It is now time for all of us—
parents, students, teachers and
policymakers—to follow through
on our commitment to advancing
quality and equity in education.
The No Child Left Behind Act
calls for high standards, strong
accountability and annual standards-based assessments. Federal
mandates now require testing

(NAPSA)—To make reading
food labels less confusing, look
for the American Heart Association’s heart-check mark on food
product packaging. The familiar
red heart with the white check
mark can help people identify
foods that meet the American
Heart Association’s food certification criteria for healthy people
over the age of 2. For more information, you can visit american
heart.org.
To further the scientific community’s knowledge and understanding of the unique properties
of the hair and skin of people of
African descent, a new Institute
for Ethnic Hair and Skin
Research has been established by
L’Oréal. At the head of this firstof-its-kind research center is Dr.
Victoria Holloway, a board certified dermatologist who earned
her bachelor’s degree in biology
from harvard and a master ’s
degree from the Johns Hopkins
School of Hygiene and Public
Health. You can learn more about
L’Oréal’s Women in Science
online at www.loreal.com.
A new Web site has been created to help people of Scottish heritage travel home to experience
the culture, lifestyle and landscape of a country which has
shaped the lives of more than 28
million people around the world.
The site, AncestralScotland.com,

Computer Color Schemes
(NAPSA)—It used to be that
shiny metallic objects conjured
images of doctors’ offices, industrial equipment or UFOs. But
today, combining light metallic colors with dark neutral colors, such
as black, is growing in popularity
for household products and décor.

Kurt Landgraf, president of
Education Testing Service.
some 22 million students every
year. This is an ambitious undertaking, and it has to be done right.
But developing a fair, accurate
test, even in just one subject for
one grade, is a lengthy, multi-step
process; we must invest the time
and money it takes to get it right
the first time.
The new testing regimen will
provide important information
that the American people and policymakers can use to accomplish
significant, lasting reform. But
testing alone is not enough; it’s
just one step in education reform.
We must respond to test results—
particularly poor results—intelligently, thoughtfully and responsibly in order to help teachers and
students improve classroom
achievement.
The challenge before us is to
muster the political, moral and
professional will to improve public
education. We must provide the
resources to help teachers teach
and help students learn, and we
must monitor progress via welldesigned assessments. Only then
will we be able to reach our goal:
an education system marked by
excellence in student performance, elimination of the achievement gap and, yes, tangible evidence that no child is left behind.
Kurt Landgraf is president of
Education Testing Service (ETS).

helps users dig into their backgrounds; you never know to whom
you might be related. You could discover that royal blood flows
through your veins, or that you
share your ancestral homeland
with business tycoon Donald
Trump or actress Julianne Moore.
To learn more, visit the Web site at
www.ancestralscotland.com.
As president of OmniBank in
Houston, Texas, a mid-size bank,
Julie Cripe is responsible for business development and the bank’s
$25 million loan portfolio for more
than 300 small business customers. She also serves as the
bank’s liaison for a number of government agencies and the community and is on its board of directors. Cripe has been a member of
Financial Women International
(FWI) for 19 years. You can learn
more about FWI and about
women in banking online at
www.fwi.org.

As evidenced at this year’s Consumer Electronics Show, everything from kitchen appliances and
living room furniture to hair care
products—even computers—is
adopting the sleek, sophisticated
combination of bright metallic and
contrasting dark colors.
According to Kathryn McEntee,
a color designer and member of the
Color Marketing Group (CMG), an
international association of color
designers, the automotive industry
first popularized the use of metal
finishes and high-contrast. With
the introduction of the Audi TT,
consumers were familiarized with
the combination of warm, deep
neutrals and metals.
And now, computer systems are
being designed to coordinate with
this new fashion in home décor.
For example, Compaq Computer
Corporation’s new line of Presario
digital entertainment desktop and
notebook PCs, monitors, keyboards and printers capture both
color trends with a stylish carbon
and silver design.
Compaq was the first to introduce the silver with chrome accent
color scheme to technology products—which is now common for
consumer electronics products like
VCRs and portable audio players—and the rest of the computer
industry is now moving in this
direction.
“It’s more than a break from
the old ‘beige box.’ This combination of carbon and silver with
chrome accents personifies ‘cutting
edge,’” said McEntee. “You can tell
at first glance that the product is
new, and still it maintains a
sophistication and elegance appropriate for advanced technology.”
For more information about the
new Compaq line of Presario PCs,
visit www.athome.compaq.com.

***
Painting is silent poetry, and
poetry, painting that speaks.
—Simonides
***

The poinsettia is named for
Joel Roberts Poinsett, an American diplomat.
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Mickey, Magic, Mermaids And Princesses
(NAPSA)—What’s dancing
down the runways for kids this
year? S p o r t s w e a r, s l e e p w e a r
a n d swimwear—with an occasional appearance by Mickey
Mouse—are making magic at one
popular store.
The colorful and fun new line of
Disney-branded apparel is now
available at Kmart. The majority
of the Disney kids and infants
clothing line is designed without
Disney characters—a first for Disney—and lets parents mix and
match their choices with other
Disney character clothing also
offered at Kmart.
Parents looking for clothing
options that bridge the gap from
newborns to young children can
look to this collection as a highquality and tasteful choice.
The new line builds on Kmart’s
and Disney’s reputations for offering a wide range of high-quality,
value-oriented merchandise to
families.
Influenced by the latest fashion
trends, the collection for girls
boasts details such as embroidered floral designs, fringe trims
and glitter.
The line includes capris, lace-up
front pants, skorts, zip-front pucker
tops, shortall sets and swimwear
featuring flower appliqués and
“mirror” centers.
Vibrant pink, turquoise and
lime dominate the color palette.
Soft blue, pink, lilac and yellow
are used throughout the design of
the sleepwear sets that feature
either long or capri-length bottoms and short sleeve tops, with
an occasional appearance by Tinker Bell, Snow White or Sleeping
Beauty.
The Disney Kids boys’ apparel

A new clothing line offers
quality and durability with a
sprinkling of magic.
is durable and sporty for active
lifestyles with shorts in khaki and
navy and two crew-style tops with
color-block striping in combinations of red and blue or navy and
orange. A polo-style top is available in blue and yellow.
For infants, the 100-percent
cotton coveralls, jumpers, shortall
sets and one-piece outfits available for newborns through size 5T
bear sweet embroidered messages.
Consumers with affection for all
things Disney will still find
favorite Disney characters highlighted in subtle designs on select
clothing already offered at Kmart
stores.
Additionally, consumers who
prefer to shop online will find
select merchandise from the new
Disney collection on Kmart’s Web
site at www.bluelight.com.

Creating Warmth With Wood
by Bruce Johnson
(NAPSA)—If you’re looking for
ways to add warmth and beauty to
your home, think “wood.” Whether
it’s a gleaming hardwood floor in a
dining room, a soaring paneled ceiling in a den or a rough-hewn mantel in a family room, rich, lustrous
wood brings out the character in
a n y r o o m . W h a t ’s
more, hammering out
the details of woodworking and wood
finishing projects is
easier than you
might expect.
There’s a wealth
of information available for do-ityourselfers, including a free magazine called Wood Beautiful®. Presented by Minwax ® , this year ’s
1 0 t h anniversary issue is full of
tips, ideas and information to
inspire and encourage do-it-yourself woodworking enthusiasts and
home decorators. Highlights from
this edition include:
• Cooking with Color—Give
your kitchen a personality boost
by staining a classic hutch and
wooden stools in a vibrant color.
• From Junk to Jewels—
From the junk yard to the dining
room and beyond, you can make
the past complement the present
with creative furniture projects.
Try combining salvaged wrought
iron pieces and beveled wood
boards to create a dining room
server and foyer table.
• Diamond Delight—Going
beyond the basic inexpensively
transforms a timeworn oak floor
in a front hall. Just stain in contrasting wood-tones to create a
diamond-pattern effect. The
result: a stunning foyer that’s
warm and welcoming.

Woodworking expert Bruce
Johnson offers tips on beautifying your home.
• Splashes of Style—A simple makeover—incorporating
wood paneling, colorful stains
and a few accent pieces—can
result in a bathroom for kids that
is versatile enough to grow with
them.
You can obtain a free copy of
Wood Beautiful by stopping by a
participating Minwax retailer, visiting minwax.com or by writing to
Wood Beautiful Offer, P.O. Box
2027, Grand Rapids, MN 557452027.
• Bruce Johnson is a noted
author, craftsman and expert on
wood finishing and antiques
restoration. Through his many
books, magazine articles and television appearances, Bruce has
introduced millions of do-it-yourselfers, craftspeople and antique
collectors to the rewarding world
of wood finishing. He is also the
national spokesperson for Minwax.

